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 viii  ABSTRACT  This research was conducted to find out how the teachers applied differentiated instruction and their perspectives in teaching English by applying differentiated instruction. The research location was at SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh. The research participants were students and two English teachers from the school. Researcher used observation and interview instruments to get the data and analyzed by using steps: transcription, organizing data, familiarization, coding, and themes, then it presented in qualitative descriptive. From this study, it can be concluded that teachers created activities while the process teaching and learning English in the classroom based on students’ readiness, interest, and learning profile. The teachers believed that applying the differentiated instruction influence individual differences: their readiness, interest, and learning preference, criteria of grouping based on the students’ mixed- readiness and interest, factors that the teachers used differentiated instruction according to students’ curiosity and readiness, assessing students in the beginning of school help the teacher to create the best activities in classroom, using homework as assignment based on students’ readiness, using multiple instructional materials in classroom, and teachers’ availability to help the students understand the lesson. Their perspective included strength, weakness, opportunity, and threat in applying differentiated instruction in English classroom.    Keywords: Differentiated instruction, readiness, interest, learning profile, process of teaching and learning     
 1 CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION  This chapter presents the background of study, research questions, aims of study, significance of study, scope of study, and terminology. A. Background of Study Every student grasps a subject in different way or shares the different level of ability because usually they do not place in homogeneously. As Tomlinson (2001, p. 1) says that “kids of the same age are not same when it comes to learning, any more than they are alike in terms of size, hobbies, personality, or likes and dislikes, learning style, interest, prior knowledge.” Vygotsky (in Min, 2006) believed social interactional, civilizing, institutional, and chronological context, was embedded in learning new language, as cited in (Abdurrahman, 2015). It means the students’ background also affected the students in learning language. Because of the students in the classroom are different, it becomes teachers’ responsibility and challenge to know variance learning ability in the classroom. The way teacher identifies the variety of the learning ability in the classroom is called by differentiated instruction. Tomlinson (1999) as cited in Aliakbari and Haghighi (2014, p. 182) states that “differentiated instruction is an approach and education philosophy that purpose at addressing and meeting the students’ diversity.” Based on the information that researcher found in several schools, in ideal every student would learn always in the same way. Teachers provide the learning with the same way without flexible instruction and all 
 2 students should learn and understand the concept in the way teachers’ want before moving on to the next topic of the day. Unfortunately, students are not like this, yet each student has their own preferred way of learning. Therefore, it is important for teachers, especially in the elementary grades, to give flexible classroom instruction in teaching and learning process. The differentiated instruction is used by teacher to support for the various grade levels and learning needs for all the students (Gangi, 2011). Tomlinson (2000, p. 3) highlights that “students in the elementary grades vary greatly, and if teachers want to maximize their students' individual potential, they will have to attend to the differences. If this is not done, students may become frustrated, confused, and unwilling to participate in the learning process” Next, considering about the level of ability of students is different, a teacher should be responsible to create the best learning environment through varying or differentiating the learners in the classroom. According to Tomlinson, 2000) through the differentiated instruction the teacher gives the students the same material to all students by using a variety of instructional strategies, or it may need the teacher to deliver lessons at varying levels of difficulty based on the ability of each student. The varying levels of ability it can be vary. The experiences, culture, gender, genetic codes, and neurological wiring all involve how and what we learn. According to Brown (2004) quoted from Tomlinson & Kalbfleisch (1998) the terms of differentiated classrooms are responsive to students’ varying readiness levels, varying interests, and varying learning profiles. In addition teachers give themselves the opportunity to accommodate the content, process, product, or 
 3 learning environment within their instruction trough differentiated instruction. Hence, they will have the chance to address the students’ individual needs in order to make their teaching and learning process successful and meaningful to each student (Subban, 2006; Tomlinson, 2001; Tomlinson, 2005 as cited in Borja et al., 2015). Considering each student has their own preferred way of learning and the importance of this teaching approach for successful teaching-learning practices. Therefore, it is increasingly important for teachers, especially in the elementary grades to give the differentiated instruction in English classroom at the early age. Furthermore, to support the importance of this theory there have been many studies conducted about the use of differentiated instruction in the classroom setting. In (2014) Adebayo & Sumba (2014) and Aliakbari & Haghighi (2014) also conducted a study about differentiated instruction. Adebayo & Sumba (20014) implemented the differentiated instruction Primary schools of Kabwe Distric. The sample for study was made up of 15 randomly selected schools and 241 teachers selected using the simple random sampling technique. The instrument for the study was a self constructed questionnaire of the five point Likert scale. Findings from the study revealed that teachers frequently adapted the curriculum to pupils’ needs and were sensitive to learners needs. Teachers frequently used classroom strategies in the implementation of differentiated instruction, they enjoy administrative support however teaching materials were not available in all subjects. Aliakbari & Haghighi (2014) explored the usefulness of differentiated instruction and traditional-based pedagogy in the promotion of male and female learners reading comprehension in separate gender educational 
 4 system. Forty seven elementary students of a language institute in Iran were chosen and divided into experimental and control groups, including one male one female classroom in each category. The students of the experimental group were taught through the strategies of differentiated instruction, flexible grouping, tiered instruction, and tiered assignments, in the areas of content, process, and product. The students of the control group also received traditional instruction strategies. Further, the computation of post hoc analysis revealed that femalelearners of the experimental group performed better in comparison to male ones in the post-test. Another research is Valiandes (2015) presented the findings of a quasi-experimental study that evaluated the effect of differentiated instruction on students’ learning, in mixed ability classrooms. Participants in the study were 24 teachers and 479 grade-four elementary students. Results indicate that in classrooms where differentiated instruction methods were systematically employed, students made better progress compared to students in classrooms where differentiated instruction. Based on these findings, the article discusses the significance of the systematic employment of differentiated instruction methods in mixed ability classrooms for promoting equity, optimization of quality and effectiveness in teaching. In the following year (2017), Taylor, Afurobi, Izuagba, Ifegbo, Opara, also conducted study about differentiated instruction classroom. Taylor (2017) explores the concept of differentiation in teaching and learning. It says that theoretical perspectives, policies, frameworks and the implementation of ideas relating to the technique have become conflated, because of the contested nature 
 5 of the term. The unevenness of differentiation is most apparent in attempts to improve the attainment of individual students and tailoring the curriculum to meet their needs. Taylor suggests that, for differentiation to be successful, teachers should make accommodation for learners’ varied levels, needs and backgrounds. Whereas, Afurobi et al. (2017) conducted a study about teachers practice of differentiated instruction. The study sought to determine teachers’ caregivers practice in differentiating instruction in pre-primary classrooms in Owerri educational zone of Imo state. Results show that teachers’ practice was very poor. Years of experience had influence on their practice but location did not.  Based on the theoretical background and previous studies, the researcher wants to explore more about the application of differentiated instruction in SDIT Quantum. However, this research will focus on the process of how the differentiated instruction applies in English classroom. The researcher hopes that by exploring how the teachers apply the differentiated instruction in English classroom, it can give benefit to reader or teacher to create learning English better.  B. Research Question Based on the background on the study, the research questions about the problem are:   1. How do the teachers apply differentiated instruction in English classroom?  2. What are teachers’ perspectives toward the application of differentiated instruction in English classroom? 
 6 C. The Aim of Study In line with the research questions, the aims of the study are as the following: 1. To know how the teachers apply the differentiated instruction in English classroom.  2. To find out teachers’ perspectives in applying differentiated instruction in English classroom. D. Significance of Study The result of this research is expected to give some theoretical and practical advantages for the following parties: 1. Theoretically, this research provides advantageous and referential grants in giving general knowledge about the differentiated instruction.  2. Practically, the result of this research is useful: a. For the researcher; the researcher can gives a practice in enhancing her knowledge about differentiated instruction in English classroom. b. For English teacher, the result of the scrutiny may contribute helpful information to the teacher to know the students’ needs through differentiated instruction in English classroom. c. For students, it might help them easy in learning English through the differentiated instruction in English classroom. 
 7 d. For English for Young Learner and Teaching Methodology subject, it can give a great input and knowledge to improve the subject. E. The Scope of Study 1. The scope of the present study consists of teachers utilizing differentiated instruction in elementary school setting. The researcher chose the elementary school because the differentiated instruction is better applied in early age. As Tomlinson (2000, p. 3) “Students in the elementary grades vary greatly, and if teachers want to maximize their students' individual potential, they will have to attend to the differences”. 2. There are four elements in differentiated instruction those are content, process, product, and learning environment. In this research, the researcher only focused on the process of applying the differentiated instruction in teaching and learning English in SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh. The researcher chose the process to be observed in English classroom because the process plays the important role in differentiated instruction. Through the process the content of subject is applied. Furthermore, the teacher can get the result of product from the process of teaching and learning, and the learning environment also can be found in the process of teaching and learning. F. Terminology To avoid possible misunderstanding of this research, it is necessary to clarify some of the terms that used in this research: 
 8 1. Exploration Jackson (2017) states that the exploration can be a psychological process of examining ourselves, thinking, emotions, purposes and actions and or a cognitive process of inquiry involving the investigation of ideas or problems in any subject or any context or circumstance.  The word exploration in this research is to explore about how the teachers apply the differentiated instruction in English classroom. 2. Differentiated instruction According to Willis and Mann (2008) as cited in Alavinia and Farhady (2012, p. 73) define “differentiated instruction is a teaching philosophy based on the premise that teachers should adapt instruction to student difference. Teachers should modify their instruction to meet students‟ varying readiness levels, learning preferences, and interests”. However, in this research the researcher wants to observe about how the teachers use the differentiated instruction in the process of teaching and learning English in SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh based on interest, readiness, and learning profile of the students. 
 9 CHAPTER II LITERATURE REVIEW  This chapter presents the discussion of differentiated instruction. It provides definition of differentiated instruction, theoretical background, elements, characteristic, and previous study of differentiated instruction.  A. Definition of Differentiated Instruction There is an increase in academic diversity of students in contemporary classrooms that there are no students learn in the same way or at the same rate. According to Njagi (2014, p. 236) states that “each student is unique and has different learning styles and preferences.” It means, in the classroom the students are different each other. Teacher can place them in the same class but use different instruction or use varying activities and instruction. The way teacher treats them in different ways is called differentiated instruction. The differentiated instruction becomes the solution is a highly effective means of educating whereby teachers can meet the unique learning needs of all students in their class (George, 2005). As explained by Tomlinson (2001, p. 1) “differentiating instruction means “shaking up” what happen in the classroom and the students can choose options for taking in information, expressing what they study, and making sense of ideas”. In addition, According to Willis and Mann as cited in Alavinia and Farhady (2012) define differentiated instruction as a teaching philosophy based on the premise that teachers should adapt instruction to student difference. Teachers 
 10 should modify their instruction to meet students varying readiness levels, learning preferences, and interests. When the teacher knows the readiness, interest and learning profile of the students it becomes the key in differentiating them based on their need. As explained by Waldron & McLeskey (2001) cited in (Brown, 2004), the concept of differentiating instruction is where the teachers will create different levels of expectations for task solution within a lesson or unit. It means the teacher insist to help schools in creating environments in which all learners can be successful, for inclusion to be successful, all students must benefit.  Furthermore, when the teachers are aware the students are different in some aspects they must be applied the differentiated instruction in some areas too. The areas in differentiated instruction are called by elements of differentiated instruction. Tomlinson & Imbeau (2011) explained that the teacher responsible to student needs in the course through ongoing assessment, classroom observation, and conversations with among students. The tools for addressing those needs are the elements in curriculum, instruction, and classroom environment. The elements are divided into: content, process, product, and learning environment. In addition Thousand, et al. (2007) cited in (Borja, et al., 2015, p. 32) says that “the teaching plan becomes the answer of the content; the product is the thing that expected from the students to achieve and demonstrate in the learning process; the content is framed by the existing standards of the educational system.” In order to differentiate instruction in the classroom, a teacher must address three student characteristics, which identifies by Tomlinson (2001) as found in (Gangi, 2011) as readiness, interest, and learning profiles. Student readiness is about how much 
 11 students’ background knowledge relate to a topic. The topics students want to learn and will motivate them in learning are student interest. Last, learning profiles involve how students learn. Based on these student characteristics, a teacher can effectively differentiate their instruction. Moreover, considering the students cannot learn in the same way differentiated instruction becomes the important thing for students in some aspects. First, to make them find school easy as it is for those who find it difficult. All students benefit from the availability of a variety of methods and supports and an appropriate balance of challenge and success (Brown, 2004). A major objective of differentiated instruction is to take full advantage of every student’s ability to learn (Subban, 2006). The second one is differentiated instruction makes the teacher more creative in creating the activities in the classroom because the teacher can create various activities for the students. Tomlinson (2000) maintains that differentiation is not just an instructional strategy, nor it is a recipe for teaching, rather it is an innovative way of thinking about teaching and learning. Differentiating can be performed in a variety of ways, and if teachers are willing to use this philosophy in their classrooms, they opt for a more effective practice that responds to the needs of diverse learners (Tomlinson, 2000). Last, differentiated instruction becomes motivation among the students in learning English. Using differentiated instruction is not only a way to face students’ learning needs, but it is also a way to motivate students in learning. Tomlinson (2001, p. 52) referenced the work of Bess and Brandt, which stated “two powerful and related motivators for engagement are student interest and student choice”. 
 12 The way to engage students is to find content in what they demonstrate an interest. When a student is excited about a specific topic, they are more likely to participate in learning (Tomlinson, 2001). Another way to engage students in learning is provide a choice in the learning activities they are needed to complete. When the teacher allowed students to make their own decisions which assignment or activity to complete, teachers involve them in the learning process. If students are engaged in learning, they will be motivated in learning (Anderson, 2007). Next, in differentiated instruction teacher takes an important role in the classroom. Earlier statement, Tomlinson (2001) a beginning researcher in the field of differentiated instruction also states that effective differentiation will typically be proactive planned by the teacher to be robust enough to address a range of learner needs, in contrast with planning a single approach for everyone and reactively trying to adjust the plans when it becomes apparent that the lesson is not working for some learners for whom it was intended. In differentiated classrooms, teachers do not properly have to go with different activities for each student. Instead, the teacher may have all students working on a single activity but following different tasks’ level of complexity or appropriate levels of development and learning styles. Then, when a teacher tries to modify the way he presents a lesson or changes an assignment for specific students, it means he is differentiating the instruction (Gangi, 2011). The differentiated instruction process is applied in a class of students with differing abilities (Hall, et al., 2011). The purpose of all the efforts that teachers do in differentiating the instruction is to reach the goal or 
 13 having a student with differences  to attain a same level of immensely understand related to specific content (VanSciver, 2000) in (Gangi, 2011).  Thus, in order to differentiate the students, a teacher should consider three students’ characteristics as Tomlinson suggest. Those are readiness which is related to students’ background knowledge, interest that is what students are interested to learn and learning profile which is how students’ learn. B. Theoretical Background of Differentiated Instruction  Differentiated instruction is leaned on the social constructivist theory by Vygotsky, where the children work at their zone of proximal development. “ZPD is a gap among what the children can do independently and what they are newly learning” Afurobi, et al. (2017, p. 108). This mean the ZPD has correlation to the readiness of students. Students more successful and find the lesson more satisfying in school if they were taught in ways that were responsive to their readiness levels (Vygotsky, 1986), interests (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997) and learning profiles (Sternberg, Torff, & Grigorenko, 1998) cited in (Adebayo & Shumba, 2014). The goal of differentiated instruction is to provide scaffolding, guide children from what they already know to what they can do next. The teachers can gradually remove the scaffolding, reducing the support as the children designs to master the skill and prepare to move to next step. Working in smaller, more flexible groups, teachers strive to teach within each child’s optional learning level or zone of proximal development (Afurobi, et al., 2017). “ZPD is based on the understanding that learning will not occur at its optimal level if children are not 
 14 challenged enough or if they are over challenged and frustrated” (Tomlinson et al., 2003) as cited in (Afurobi et al., 2017, p. 108). The rationale behind differentiated instruction also supports by Piaget’s constructivist theory (Thakur, 2014).  According to Piaget’s theory, the learner interacts with objects and events in the physical and social environment which comprehends by using the process of assimilation, accommodation and equilibration. Therefore, they construct their conceptualizations and use to generate solutions to problems. This theory suggests that humans create and construct knowledge as they try to bring meaning to their experiences (Thakur, 2014). As the goal of interest differentiation is helping students engage with new information, understanding, and skills through making connections with things they already find appealing, intriguing, relevant, and worthwhile such things are linked to personal experiences (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2011). Thus, this theory has correlation to interest differentiated instruction. Last, this theory also based on multiple intelligences by Gardner 1993. Gardner believes there should be greater focus on individual-centered education, tailored to meet the needs of each child with specific focus on weaker areas of intelligence (Taylor, 2017). Gardner (1999) stated that human beings possess a basic set of intelligences at varying levels, and that no intelligences should be viewed as bad or good (Thakur, 2014). “There are nine identified intelligences: linguistic, logical-mathematical, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, musical, interpersonal, intrapersonal, naturalistic, and existential” (Gardner, 2006 as cited in Gangi, 2011, p. 9). During his research Gardner suggested that one of the intelligence may be 
 15 stronger than the other but they all are utilized by an ordinary person (Gardner, 2006) in Thakur (2017). In the differentiated classroom, teachers should provide educational opportunities in such a way that nurture the strong area of intelligences but also allow students to use all their intelligences (Thakur, 2017). It also related to learning styles that the students can learn best through several ways, it can be oral modes, kinesthetic and visual (Tomlinson, 2001). C. Elements of Differentiated Instruction According to Tomlinson & Imbeau (2011) differentiated instruction is based on modification of four elements: content, process, product, and affect/learning environment. This modification is guided through the teacher’s understanding of students’ needs, readiness, interests, and learning profile. 1. Content According to Tomlinson and Imbeau (2011) content is about what students are expected to learn what they must know, understand, and be able to do and how students access the important knowledge, understanding, and skill. Literally, in a differentiated classroom, teachers eventually use those two options to differentiate content. Examples of differentiating how students access essential content include: using materials in a student’s first language; teaching or re-teaching in small groups; teaching in different modes rather than in a single mode, and using resources matched to students’ reading levels. In addition, Gangi (2011) suggests that there are several ways to modify content based on some aspects: a. Differentiate content by students’ readiness level 
 16 The teacher needs to differentiate content to accommodate the whole students' learning needs. The provision of different content is necessary since students have different level of capability in mastering topic of a particular subject. b. Differentiate content by student interest  For example, one group of students may explore their interest in bugs, while another group explores the topic of changes related to weather. Allowing these students to explore their interests is differentiating content.  c. Differentiate content through students' learning profiles  A teacher can present lesson content in a variety of ways to accommodate students' different learning profiles. For example, a student learn best by reading and taking notes, while another student needs to hear the new material and see graphs and pictures (Tomlinson, 2001).  Clearly, teachers take a crucial part in design material that agree with students’ individual differences or in what way students can learn best. Joseph (2013) argues that, differentiating content demand teachers to modify or adapt how they give students chance to explore the material in the best they can learn. Heacox (2002) as cited in Joseph (2013, p. 34) concurs that “by providing students with the opportunity in choosing a sub topic in a main topic is one of the way teachers differentiate content.” Anderson (2007) suggests that, teachers can choose to use flexible grouping, pairs, small groups, alone, 
 17 using books, tape, or internet as purpose to develop their understanding and knowledge of the topic or concept.  It is important to note that while all students should be encouraged to work at their own paces, each student has the responsibility for meeting specified deadlines for class projects (Joseph, 2013). For example, students can acquire new information and ideas through reading independently or with a partner, reading a novel or listening to it on tape, doing online research or communicating with experts, participating in group demonstrations, or engaging in small-group instruction (Tomlinson 2001). Thus, in differentiated instruction the teachers have some option in creating the content based on the way students can learn best. 2. Process Thakur (2014) quoted from (Nunley, 2004) argues that process refers to how we include students to learn the content so that they are able to understand the content and skills, as well as to incorporate the content and make connections to what is already known, understood or able to do. According the pre-assessment results, the teacher should decide about the different way in giving the instruction. If using cooperative learning methods, students should be different for the different activities.  In addition, Tomlinson & Imbeau (2011) say that sometimes, process is putted as a synonym for activities. The start and often in the process level of learning is students try to stop being receptacles for information and begin to have own ideas by trying them out, applying them, transferring them, or connecting them to their lives, 
 18 interests, or experiences. When students process information, skills, or understandings, they make those things their own.  Then, in differentiating the process of learning in the classroom the teachers should consider about several strategies which are suitable for each student.  Based on (Sylwester, 2003; Tomlinson, 2005a, 2005b) as cited in (Joseph, 2013) strategies for effective process differentiation include: tier activities to various levels of complexity to optimize every student’s classroom experience; providing directions at varied levels of specificity; varying the pace of work; offering multiple options of expression; giving students alternative topics on which to focus; creating activities that are harmonious with students’ preferred modalities of learning. These activities are related to Tomlinson (2001) suggest any effective activity is essentially a sense making process, designed to help a student progress from a current point of understanding to a more complex level of understanding. Students process and make sense of ideas and information most easily when their classroom activities are interesting to the students, calling on the students to think at a high level, and cause the students to use a key skills to understand a key ideas. In addition, Anderson (2007) & Gangi (2011) point that the process also includes the way students use the content that was taught and apply their understanding to a task. Teachers can adapt the process according to students' characteristics of readiness, interest, and learning profiles. Examples of adapting the process for student readiness include allowing more time for a student to complete an activity. Teachers can differentiate process by student 
 19 interest by giving students a choice in the learning activity they wish to complete. Adapting process based on students’ learning profiles is allowing students to work independently or with a small-group, or providing students with hands on learning experiences of the content. Giving students several ways to understand the content makes use of differentiating process. To support they opinion, Tomlinson (2001) adds that as is the case with content, process or sensemaking can be differentiated in response to students’ readiness, interest, and learning profile: a. Differentiating process according to students’ readiness It means matching the complexity of a task to a student’s current level of understanding and skill. b. Differentiating process according to students’ interest  It means giving students choices about facets of a topic in which to specialize or helping them link a personal interest to a sense making goal. c. Differentiating process according to students’ learning profile  It focus in encouraging students while choosing idea in a preferred way of learning for example, exploring, expressing, or spatially, or verbally, or creatively; or working alone versus peers; or sitting on the floor versus sitting in a straight chair. Therefore, based on the explanation above the students are exposed to activities in which they can maximize their potential according to their 
 20 learning style (Parra et al., 2018). The students are open to design or choose in what activities they prefer to learn in the classroom. 3. Product Everything that each student produces as evidence of their learning and it can be modified as a way to differentiate instruction is called by product or sometimes defines as outcome measure (Gangi, 2011). The purpose of the product for students is to recall what they have learned in the lesson or unit (Anderson, 2007). Differentiating product allows students to choose how to demonstrate what they have learnt based on their needs. Gangi (2011) argues that students demonstrate they have learned the content by applying what they have learned in creating a product; this could be an assignment, project, or an assessment. Based on students' readiness levels, teachers can differentiate the product to enable the student to apply their knowledge in a certain way, such as by varying the degree of difficulty of the product, or by varying the amount of teacher involvement. The term product appropriately suggests student output, or student demonstration of mastery of the essential knowledge, understanding, and skill specified for a period of weeks or even months. While there is a place for straight forward tests of content, products that have the most power (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2011). In addition, to produce effective products the teacher must be consider about some aspects as Tomlinson (2005a & 2005b) suggest that “there are several effective products in differentiated instructions: Differentiation assignments should offer students clear and appropriate criteria for success; 
 21 focus on real-world relevance and application; promote creative and critical thinking; allow for varied modes of expression” (Joseph et al., 2013, p. 35). Through these aspects students and teachers can create the activities that suitable for each student. Levy (2008) as cited in (Parra et al., 2018) students can demonstrate what they have learned through different activities, whether individual or small group projects, instructional journals, open-ended tasks, tiered assignments, visual presentations, or written assessments. Through a distinct product, students can demonstrate what they have learnt. Meanwhile, Langa & Yost (2007) as cited in Logan (2008, p. 3) add that there are some possibilities for modifying products or the ways students will demonstrate their knowledge or understanding of a topic. These components allow the students to display their knowledge in several ways in which they can choose: write a story or a poem, write a book report, a play, or perform a play, debate or investigate an issue, design a model or a game, create a mural or a song, compare or contrast  Thus, based on these components the students are allowed to choose in what way they can display their knowledge or what they have learnt. 4. Learning environment In her later work, Tomlinson (2003) as cited in Kovtiuh (2017) presents a fourth element of differentiation. The environment is in which students learnt has an effect on everything that takes place in the classroom. The environment includes a way students learn must also be differentiated, or adapted to students’ individual learning styles, preferences, and needs (Black, 
 22 2010). Tomlinson (2000) as cited in (Black, 2010) refers the environment as the learning environment, this means the way in which the classroom operates and feels. According to Tomlinson and Imbeau (2011) learning environment refers to both the concrete and less tangible elements of the classroom. A teacher might make adjustments in the classroom environment itself in response to a student’s affective or cognitive needs. For example, some students work more comfortably with peers than alone. Some students need supports to help them with organization. Some students need more structure in their day while other students would benefit from greater autonomy in decision-making. Next, considering about the role of the environment in classroom Tomlinson (2003) as cited in Kovtiuh (2017) outlines two elements of a learning environment:  1.  Tone  The tone of the classroom is paramount in the learning environment (Tomlinson, 2003). Effective learning environment is one where there is a balance between a serious approach to work and celebration of student success, where there is regular evidence of respect for students and teacher, and one where everyone is responsible for the operation of classroom (Tomlinson, 2003). 
 23  The operation of the classroom depends on many factors, such as furniture arrangement, procedures for dispersing and collecting materials, as well as those for getting assistance with work (Tomlinson, 2003).  While, Department of Education Tasmania (2014) writes that a teacher who is using the learning environment to support differentiated classroom learning attends to a range of things which might include:  1. Physical provisions, that is enable access to resources and facilitate a range of ways for students to work, collaborate and socialize.  2. Classroom routines, that is minimize disruption and maximize time on task. 3. Strategies that accommodate flexible groupings. Flexible grouping allows the teacher to “audition” students in a variety of settings and frequently spotlights previously hidden student strengths and interests (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2011). So that the teacher must create strategies that can accommodate various grouping. 4. Use of wall space, such as for posters and other materials that scaffold learning. 5. Strategies for organizing work materials and learning resources that can build student independence and self-management.  6.  Expectations, that is create a safe context for learning from mistakes and striving for excellence.  7. Culture, that is welcomes and learns from cultural diversity and builds respect.  2. Operation of the classroom. 
 24 8. Responsibility that targeted for learning is viewed as being shared by all including teachers, students, support staff, parents and careers.  9. Considering how transferring learning outside of the classroom environment might enhance student learning.  10. Considering some ways that online and virtual environments might contribute to learning. Thus, differentiating the classroom environment may provide a student with a more inviting atmosphere to learn. Some students might benefit from working in an area of the classroom where there are no visual stimuli that could be distracting. Learning environment adjustments can include time, space, materials, and room arrangement as well (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2011). D. The Characteristic of Students Differentiated Instruction  Content, process, product, and affect/learning environment are key elements that form classroom instruction (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2011). To effectively find student needs, the teacher differ students in three important ways: readiness, interests and learning profiles  in a differentiated classroom, the teacher is obliged to attend to these differences in order to maximize the learning potential of each student in that classroom (Subban, 2006) as quoted from (Tomlinson, 2000, 2001). 
 25 1. Readiness Tomlinson and Imbeau (2011) define readiness a student’s current proximity to specified knowledge, understanding, and skills. They warn that readiness differs from ability for example high-quality teaching leads to regular changes in readiness. The goal of readiness differentiation is to make the work a little too difficult for students at a given point in their growth and then to provide the support they need to succeed at the new level of challenge. In the new unit of study teachers should obtain information on the students’ academic readiness. Consider how often a topic, including a work of literature, is taught as if everyone in the class knew nothing about it. According to (Sylwester, 2003; Tomlinson 2005) Strategies for effective process differentiation include: tier activities to various levels of complexity to optimize every student’s classroom experience; provide directions at varied levels of specificity; vary the pace of work; offer multiple options of expression; giving students alternative topics on which to focus; create activities that are harmonious with students’ preferred modalities of learning. These activities are referred to as “sense-making” activities that allow students to increase their understanding of the topic being taught (Josep et al., 2013).   For example, consider how many times Shakespeare’s life and the Globe Theater is taught in English classes between grades 6 and 12. It is no wonder that students roll their eyes when a senior English teacher begins to draw a diagram of the Globe Theater on the chalkboard. If there are 25 students in a class, there are 25 people with different prior knowledge. It is 
 26 important to find out what that knowledge is. Teachers can plan lessons based on that knowledge and differentiate lessons as needed when this is obtain (Shaver & Hunter, 2003). Then, Tomlinson (2001) there are some points to adjusting various students’ needs equalizes their chances of being appropriately challenged in classroom, as follows: 1. Foundational to transformational, Students are often need supporting information about the idea that is clear and plainly worded while others not. 2. Concrete to Abstract For example, grasping the idea of plot (more concrete) typically has to precede investigations of theme (more abstract). The issue here is readiness or time. 3. Simple to Complex Some students may need to work more simply with one abstraction at a time others may be able to handle the complexity of multiple abstractions.   4. Single facet or multiple facets It is about solving the problem, some students are able to solve in multiple facet and some are not. 5. Structured to open ended Sometimes students need to complete tasks that are well arranged, where they do not have too many decisions to make it. 
 27 6. Dependent to independent A goal for all learners is independent study, thought, and production. Some students gain height more quickly in lesson than others and some independence earlier than others. 7. Slow to fast Some of those students need more time to learn a certain topic than others move fast in studying. 2. Interest Interest is defined as that which engages the attention, curiosity, and involvement of a student (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2011). Interest has linked to motivation and promoted the positive impacts on learning in both the short and long term (Tomlinson et al., 2003) as quoted from (Herbert, 1993; Renninger, 1990, 1998; Tobias, 1994). Modifying instruction to draw on student interest is also supported by theory and research as a means of enhancing motivation, productivity, and achievement (Amabile, 1996; Torrance, 1995) as cited in (Tomlinson et al., 2003). When people are interested in something, their motivation to learn about something will beincrease and enhance learning outcomes. The goal of interest differentiation is to help students engage with new information, understanding, and skills by making connections with things they already find appealing, intriguing, relevant, and worthwhile (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2011). Such things are linked 
 28 to: students’ strengths, cultural context, personal experiences, questions, or sense of need. Afterwards, according to (Tomlinson, 2001) there is no single recipe for tapping or expanding students’ interests, but here are a few pointers to consider. They should make interest-based differentiation more effective. a. Link interest-based exploration with key components of the curriculum. It is wise for the teacher to provide a bit of focus for the interest-based study. Such as the curriculum specifies certain concepts, categories, understandings, and skills that students should acquire. If the teacher can help students identifies how those essential curricular elements are revealed through learning about an interest area, then both the student’s goals and the goals of the curriculum can be served simultaneously. b. Provide structure likely to lead to student success. Allow students to know that teacher welcome their ideas and want them to let teacher know what they are interested in. When students know they can propose ideas for tasks and projects and believe teacher will help them find a way to expand their own interests, there is a much greater sense of shared ownership of learning. c. Develop efficient ways of sharing interest-based findings. The way teacher develop ways of sharing it can be sharing quads, the quads are sometimes most effective when all students in the quad share 
 29 a common interest. At other times, however, students learn more by sharing with students who explored different interests. d. Create an open invitation for student interests. One way to contribute to an open and inviting classroom environment is to let students know that teacher welcome their ideas and want them to let teacher know what they are interested in. e. Keep an open eye and an open mind for the student with a serious passion. In this case a teacher gives support toward every each student’s passion, even though it is just no part in curriculum. f. Interest-based differentiation can be combined with other types of differentiation. It is possible to combine the task or product with common elements for a whole class, some readiness-based components, some interest-based components, and some learning profile options. 3. Learning Profile According to (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2011) student's learning profile is a preference for taking in, exploring, or expressing content. When differentiation is based on learning profiles, students are provided with opportunities to learn in ways that are natural and efficient (Joseph, et al., 2013). Dunn (1996) says that learning styles theory points to individual preferences related to categories, such as environment, emotions, interactions, and physical needs, suggesting that such factors as light, temperature, seating 
 30 arrangements, demand for concentration, degree of learner mobility, time of day, and perceptual mode impact learning. For example, preferences for learning through hearing or reading, in a darker or lighter room, beginning with parts and moving to wholes or vice versa. On the other hand, Tomlinson (2000) says that if a student’s learning profile requires absolute silence in order to concentrate on an assignment, the teacher might send that student to the library or find a quiet spot in the classroom for that student to work. Another student may benefit from working while sitting in a cubicle, with walls surrounding the desk to minimize visual distractions. In addition (Tomlinson, 1999, 2001) suggest four factors help form a learning profile:  a. Gender Gardner and Robert Sternberg, who suggest the gender which again tends to shape individuals as learners (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2011). For example, some males will prefer collaborative learning and some females will prefer competition. Some of the same elements that are influenced by culture can also be influenced by gender (for example, expressiveness versus reserve, group versus individual orientation (Tomlinson, 2001). b. Culture affects  It can influence whether we see time as flexible and fluid, whether we are more effusive or reserved in expressing emotions, whether we learn best in a whole-to-part or a part-to-whole approach (Tomlinson, 1999) 
 31 whether we prefer to learn material contextual and personal, whether we prefer group or individually, whether we most value creativity or conformity, whether we are more reflective or more impulsive and many other preferences that can greatly affect learning (Tomlinson, 2001). c. Learning style It refers to environmental or personal factors. Some students may learn when they can move around, others need to sit still. Some students enjoy a room with lots to look at, color, things to touch and try out (Tomlinson, 2001). Working solo or collaboratively, in a quiet atmosphere or when listening to music, while sitting still or moving around, in a bright or dark room (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2011). In addition Rita and Dunn (1987) as cited in Alberta Education (2010) identify three types of sensory learning styles.  1) Auditory learners, such as hearing directions aloud, discussion, using word games, riddles and songs, working with partners, doing choral reading. 2) Visual learners, such as drawing pictures to represent ideas, using games and puzzles, using visual clues to remember, visualization to see pictures in their minds, using graphics, flowcharts, videos for review, looking at books, watching others to see what to do. 3) Kinesthetic learners, such as having opportunities to move around, tracing and outlining, applying concepts and stories, making 
 32 models or doing experiments, writing or drawing while listening, walking while talking, imagining themselves in the situation, examining and manipulating material. d. Intelligence preference Intelligence preference refers to the sorts of brain based predispositions we all have for learning (Tomlinson, 2000). Gardner (1993) suggests that each of person has varying strengths in combinations of intelligences that called by: verbal linguistic, logical mathematical, visual spatial, musical rhythmic, bodily kinesthetic, interpersonal, intrapersonal, andnaturalistic and perhaps existential. Robert Sternberg (1985) in Tomlinson & Imbeau (2011) adds the combinations of intelligences refer to as analytic (school house intelligence, preference for learning in linear ways often typical of school), practical (contextual intelligence, preference for seeing how and why things workin the world as people actually use them), andcreative (problem-solving intelligence, preferencefor making new connections, innovation). Likewise, Alberta Education (2010) claims that learning preferences refer to the general environment where a student learns best, such as a quiet versus noisy room, a busy room with lots to look at and interact with versus a bare room with few distractions, a movement friendly room versus one in which sitting still is valued, and a warm versus cool room to work in. e. Combined preferences 
 33 Culture and gender are combinations that will create unique constellations of learning preferences in individuals. Patterns of learning preference are certainly complex when we look at an individual’s learning style; intelligence; culture-influenced, gender-influenced preferences (Tomlinson, 2001). E. Previous studies There have been many studies conducted about the use and exploration of differentiated instruction in the classroom setting. Josep et al. (2013) conducted a study in Centre for Education Programs, The University of Trinidad and Tobago. This study examined the impact of using a differentiated instructional approach to teaching second year students pursuing an under graduate course in curriculum studies at a tertiary institution. In their study the total population comprised four teachers/facilitators and four hundred and thirty-four students from two teacher education campuses. The study employed a mixed research method that involved the use of questionnaires, focus group discussions, teacher and student interviews, classroom observations, students’ semester grades, and student reflections, to collect the relevant data from undergraduate students pursuing a three-credit hour course in curriculum studies leading to a bachelor of education degree at a teacher education institution. Findings of the study revealed that modeling differentiated instruction at the tertiary level yielded more positive than negative outcomes. Borja et al. (2015) conducted another study about differentiating instruction for EFL learners. This study is aimed to explore what differentiated instruction is by providing an overview about how different authors conceive this 
 34 new approach used in classroom instruction. Likewise, an overview about the demographics of one school setting in Ecuador along with an explanation of aset of ideas to differentiate the content, process, product, and learning environment within the English as a foreign language classes in Ecuadorian classrooms have also been developed as part of this paper. In their study, they found that differentiating the teaching-learning instruction has indeed become a huge option to enhance students’ progress. Knowing the students in depth can play an important role to achieve the learning goals in a class. In fact, by knowing their students, teachers can find a starting point to accommodate their content, process, product, and learning environment within their curriculum plans. Furthermore, Simpkins et al. (2009) conducted a study in a mid-Atlantic suburban school. In their study, they had the participation of three female teachers and sixty-one fifth-grade students. The students were approximately eleven years old and the group of students’ participants was composed by general educationstudents, students at risk and students with learning disabilities. During the study the students received two periods of five week science classes in which they were taught under experimental and control conditions. The results of the study conducted by Simpkins et al. (2009) showed that the students’ scores of tests were higher when they received differentiated instruction intervention than when they received regular controlled classes. Likewise, there are some literature reviews have shown positive outcomes that support this research. Subban (2006) gathered and explained the positive things about implemented differentiated instruction in teaching and learning 
 35 process. Gangi (2011) have explained about the benefit differentiated instruction through considering about multiple intelligences among elementary school students. Based on several previous studies, it has shown that most of the researcher found the benefit of differentiated instruction in teaching and learning process.  
 36CHAPTER III RESESARCH METHODOLOGY  This chapter consists of some aspects of research methodology, as follow: the overview of school, research design, research participant, method of data collection, and data analysis. A. The Overview of SDIT Quantum School Banda Aceh In order to collect the data for this research, the researcher conducted a qualitative research at SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh. SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh is located at Lam Lagang, Banda Raya, Banda Aceh. This school is led by headmaster namely Syafwan S. Ag. SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh lifts multiple intelligence-based concepts which supported by observation and finger print analysis (FPA) Brain Evo. This school differentiates multiple intelligences into 9 intelligences, that is word smart, number smart, people smart, self smart, music smart, picture smart, nature smart, body smart, and spiritual smart. In addition, this school also builds the programs and learning system that held by 3 principles: learning with curiosity, teaching with the heart, and approaching with love. Then, to support the teaching and learning process the school provides several facilities. The facilities include: classrooms, library, administration affairs room, principal office, snack room, sinks, operator room, toilet, locker, kitchen, garden, basketball court, etc. Then, the students are guided by 25 teachers: 5 males and 20 females. Seven out of 25 teachers are English teachers. According 
 37the data obtained at SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh, the total numbers of the students were 153 students. The researcher chose SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh as area to conduct the research because in this school has applied the differentiated instruction in English classroom and by collecting the data in SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh the researcher expected to know more detailed toward differentiated instruction. B. Research Design Research design is blueprint, or outline, for conducting the study (Rofianto, 2011). It helps the writer to plan and implement the study in a way which helps her obtains the intended result, thus increasing the chance for obtaining the information that could be associated with the real situation. Based on the definition above, this study employs descriptive qualitative approach. As suggested by Marquerite (2006) descriptive qualitative research focuses on study on social phenomena and on giving voice to the feelings and perceptions of the participants under study. Data collection and analysis in qualitative research are inductive processes. It indicates the meaning of numerous small pieces of data are collected and gradually combined or related to from boarder, more general descriptions and conclusions. In addition, in conducting this study, the researcher used theory of differentiated elements from Tomlinson (2001) that is contain about modification of four elements; content, process, product, affect/learning environment. This modification is guided by the teachers’ understanding of student needs; the students’ readiness, interests, and learning profile in English classroom. However, 
 38this study focused on how the teacher applies the differentiated instruction during the process of teaching and learning English classroom especially to elementary students. C. Research Participants In this research the researcher used purposeful sampling technique in choosing research participants. Purposeful sampling is a technique widely used in qualitative research for the identification and selection of information-rich cases for the most effective use of limited resources (Patton 2002) as cited in (Palinkas et al., 2013). This involves identifying and selecting individuals or groups of individuals that are especially knowledgeable about or experienced with a phenomenon of interest (Palinkas et al., 2013) quoted from (Cresswell & Clark 2011). The Participants of the research were teachers and students at third year in SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh. The researcher chose this school as location, then the teachers and students as participants because this school based on multiple intelligences and learning with curiosity that related to differentiated instruction. D. Data Collection 1. Observation According to Arikunto (2002) observation is one of ways used for collecting data by using sight, smelt, hearing, touching, and tasting. Marshall and Rosman (1989) as cited in Kawulich (2005, p. 2) define “the observation as the systematic description of events, behaviors, and artifacts in the social setting chosen for study.” The observation in this research is to get how the teacher differ the students in the real teaching 
 39learning process. Observation is research technique where the researcher watched the subject of the study directly. Thus, in this research the researcher observed the process of English classroom activities in order to know real situation of the class when the teacher differ the students based on their readiness, interest and learning profile. The researcher observed third grade which is called by Zaid classroom in SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh. The class contained 16 students and two of teachers. Here, the observation is conducted into three meetings: a. First meeting In the first meeting at 11.00 a. m, the researcher observed the class three of SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh. The researcher observed about the situation and condition of the class such as how the teacher arrange the seat, position of the board, which media was used, the activities of the class,  and especially how the teacher differentiate the students. b. Second meeting In the second meeting at 07.45 a. m, the researcher still observed this class, however focused on the process of the teaching in the English habit classroom. In English habit classroom the students more flexible. They were placed in group and did a demo which appropriate with a theme that had chosen by them. Thus, in this classroom the researcher observed the activities of the class and 
 40tried to find how the teacher applied the differentiated instruction based on group. c. Third meeting In the third meeting at 07.45 p. m, the researcher observed how the students perform the result of their task and how the teachers arrange and instruct them. Below is the example of observation checklist differentiated instruction. The observation checklist is adopted from Tomlinson’s theory of differentiated instruction. For the detailed information, see appendix IV.      
  2. InterviewAn interview is a conversation for gathering information. A research interview involves an interviewer, who coordinates the process of the conversation and asks questions, and an interviewee, who responds to those questions. Interviews can be telephone (Easwaramorthyinterview the researcher used semi conducted face-to-face or over the  & Zarinpoush, 2006). In conducting the -structured interview.  According t41  o 
 42Harrell & Bradley (2009) that semi-structured is guided by questions and topics that must be covered. Semi-structured interviews are quite used when the researcher wants to delve deeply into a topic and to understand thoroughly the answers provided.  In this research, the researcher interviewed two English teachers who guided the third grade in SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh to obtain more deeply detail information related their perspective about applying differentiated instruction in English classroom. The researcher chose the teachers because they handled the third class of SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh.  It took two days for gathering the data from interview section. The example of question interview to teachers at SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh can be seen below. The question was arranged by the researcher based on the Tomlinson theory of differentiated instruction. For more information, see appendix V. 
 E. Technique in Analyzing the DataIn analyzing data from observation and interview in qualitative research, the researcher used theory from Lacey & Luff (2009) whoframework analysis and grounded theory would take a separate routea. Transcription: the data may be tape recorded interviews, focus groups, video recordings, or handwritten field notes.  highlight points of43   :  
 44b. Organizing the data: giving the interview a number or code, breaking up field notes into sections identified by date, or by context. c. Familiarisation: listening to tapes, watching video material, reading, re-reading the data, making memos and summaries before the formal analysis begins. d. Coding: labeling or preliminary code e. Themes: identifying themes or emergent concepts, and re-coding to develop well defined categories. This was the end of process analyzing the data thereby the data would be present and discuss descriptively. 
 45CHAPTER IV RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION  The chapter presents and explains the findings and discussion of the research. This chapter aims to answer the research questions of this research. A. Research Findings The research findings are based on the research questions. The research questions of this study are: How do teachers apply differentiated instruction in English classroom? And what are teachers’ perspectives toward the application of differentiated instruction in English classroom? 1. The way teachers applied the Differentiated Instruction in English classroom. To answer the first research question, the researcher provides the finding of observation from SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh. The observational data contained about how the teachers applied the differentiated instruction in the process of teaching and learning based on students’ characteristics. Here, the researcher presents a table of observation. Table 4.1 the observational findings of teachers’ used of differentiated instruction in SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh.  No Characteristic of students in Differentiated instruction The way teachers applied differentiated instruction in the process of learning 
 46    1.      Differentiated by students’ readiness Teachers made task direction more detailed and specific for some learners an more open for others Teachers used both like-readiness and mixed-readiness workgroups Teachers provided materials in the primary language of second language learners Teachers provided readiness-based homework assignments Teachers made vary pacing of student work Teachers used scaffolding Amount or kind of teachers help available      2.       Differentiated by students’ interest Teachers used both like-interest and mixed-interest workgroups. Teachers allowed students to specialize in aspects of a topic that they find interesting and to share their findings with others Teachers designed tasks that require input from multiple areas of interest for successful completion Teachers encouraged students to design or participate in the design of some task   3.   Differentiated by students’learning profile   Teachers allowed multiple options for students to express learning Teachers encouraged students to work together or independently Teachers balanced competitive, collegial, and independent work arrangements Teachers developed activities that seek multiple perspectives on topics and issues  a. Students’ readiness Based on the result in the process of teaching and learning, the researcher found some aspects from eleven points of readiness in differentiated instruction existed in the classroom while the process of the lesson was happening.  
 47 1) The teachers made the direction more detailed for some learners and open for others.   In SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh, there were some students having weaknesses in a specific topic and others were easy to understand, so that they needed clear explanation and direction about how to complete the task from the teachers while some students were not. In this class, the way teachers gave a clear direction to some students was by direct explanation. The teachers visited each student directly to ask which part they did not understand thereby the teachers would guide them and explain more detailed about the lesson or direction about the tasks. This condition was supported by two teachers who handled one classroom. 2) The teachers used mixed-readiness workgroup In the classroom, the activities which built by teachers could be independent, peers, and group work. In the second meeting, the researcher found that the students worked in a group. The teachers organized the group by mixed- readiness of students. The readiness of students in learning was various. There were three parts of readiness in the class: some students were in advance, some students in the middle and some struggle in English subject. Consequently, the teachers grouped the students contained advance, middle, and struggle capability in one group. Teachers have planned the instruction so that all students work with a variety of personalities in a group over a period of days and made them respected and help each other, and shared the information.  
 48 3) The teachers provided the materials in the primary language of the second language During first, second, and the third meeting in the classroom at SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh, although some students understood the material provided by teachers in English language (second language), the teachers also tried to provide the materials in the primary language. This was aimed to make all students immensely understand. In this case, the way teachers made the students understand the meaning of a certain word or sentence by speaking directly. The teachers used both of the language that is Indonesian (primary language) and English (target language). 4) The teachers provided a readiness-based homework assignment Actually, in this school there was no homework. However, if the students could not finish their work in the school, the teacher would instruct them to continue their work at home until they could finish it, but if they still could not do it by themselves the teachers were there to help them in the school. In the third meeting, there were some students that could not finish and accomplish their task well. Hence, the teachers instructed them to do the task better in their home.  This case based on their readiness of each student. When the students need to work extra in understanding the lesson, the teacher would give them an opportunity to do the assignment as their varied level of difficulty.  5) The teachers made vary the pacing of student work 
 49 In this classroom, the paces of students work were various. It helped students to encourage their understanding in different ways. In the first meeting, the topic was about “food and drinks”, the paces started from each student making conversation with teachers, then sticking the pictures on whiteboard, spelling words, defining words, mentioning adjective words, doing a task on the picture, performing their result, doing task in book or writing book, and  playing a game. The most crucial thing in this teaching-learning is the teacher used various activities and works in learning English.  6) The teachers often used scaffolding in the classroom During three meetings in the school, the teachers always used scaffolding to support the learners. The scaffolding usually used by the teachers was the students, materials, media, and instruction. Even though the teacher finished with their instruction, explanation, and questioning time, yet there some students still could not understand the lesson. Thus, the teacher would ask the students who thoroughly understand to help their friends understand the lesson, or gave them more times to complete the tasks and by using primary language or first language.  7) Amount or kind of teachers help is available During the classroom, the teachers looked patient and loyal to help their students if they needed help. Teachers visited the students one by one while asking them which one part of the lesson that they could not 
 50 understand. Even though the class was over the teachers still were available to help and explained the lesson to their students if it needed.  b. Students’ interest Based on the findings of observation in the classroom, the application of differentiated instruction according to students’ interest, there were some activities happened in the classroom to complete the students’ interest. 1) The teachers use mixed–interest workgroup The students worked in a group, especially in second and third meeting in the class. The way teachers organized the member of the group also based on their interest. In every single group consisted of students who have different curiosity, motivation, culture, and different experience. So they could share their experience with other students. It also trained them in understanding each other, to be responsible, and respect each other. However, although the students were grouped in mixed-interest they were still in the control of the teachers. In addition, this mixed-interest balanced with their mixed-readiness.  2) The teachers allowed the students to specialize in aspects of a topic that they found interesting and to share their findings with others In the first meeting, the teachers introduced them “food and drinks”as a topic in English lesson, so that the students were free in choosing the way they could easily understand the topic. In the classroom, some students excited to learn “food and drinks” while the teacher mentioned about their favorite food, some students interesting to learn when they saw 
 51 the picture given by the teachers, and some students were excited when the teachers made conversation about their breakfast. It also happened while they were working in a group, they could decide in which way they did the task and performed to share their findings to other groups after the teacher provided the examples. The teachers also gave them freedom in performing the task, for examples: students performed in drama, in storytelling, became a chef, or they made the task in short conversation or a long conversation. 3) The teachers designed tasks that required input from multiple areas of interest for successful completion In the classroom, the teachers encouraged various activities while accomplishing the tasks based on students’ interest. So, the students could require input from the tasks in multiple areas. The topic was about “food and drinks”, the input came from making conversation about favorite food and drinks, showing the pictures about food and drinks, performing like a teacher, spelling by audio of teachers and students, hands writing by students, mentioning the adjective words, and pronouncing the word by teachers. This was also combined with learning styles. It also found in the second and third meeting when the students worked in a group, the teachers gave them multiple themes about the task to students. So, the students got the information from the other group explanation.  4) The teachers encouraged students to design or participate in designing some tasks.  
 52 In this condition, the teachers involved the students while designing the task. The students followed the teachers to stick the task on the white board until the students could accomplish it. The students also participated in designing the task that given by teachers while working in a group. The teachers allowed them to prefer and give their opinion in which way the task would solve. Some students preferred to solve the tasks based on the example that given by the teacher and some students preferred to do the task by modifying the example: it could be a short or long explanation. The teachers gave an example in solving the task or assignment then the students could decide in what version they want to do the task.  c. Students’ learning profile Based on the findings of observation in the classroom, the application of differentiated instruction according to students’ learning profile, there were some activities in the classroom to complete the students’ learning profile.   1) Teachers allowed multiple options for students to express learning. As explained above, the teachers used several activities in the classroom in order to cover all of the students in understanding the lesson. In expressing the learning, the teachers created some activities in the classroom: teachers and students built conversation related to the topic to cover the students who liked learning verbally, students did simple hands 
 53 writing to cover students who liked writing, pointed the picture to visual learners, they did acting as a teacher to kinesthetic learners, teachers allowed the students to move who preferred kinesthetic while studying English but in teacher control. In addition, while the students worked in a group they could perform in which way they learn best. The students could perform through telling a story, acting as a chef, giving a speech, or acting like the interviewer.  2) Teachers encouraged students to work together or independently. In this classroom, the students did not always work independently or in a group, yet the teachers balanced both worked in group and independent, or in peers. The researcher found that in the first meeting the students worked independently and in the next meeting they worked in a group.  3) Teachers balance the competitive, collegial, and independent work arrangement. There was no part the teachers were more dominant while the teaching and learning process. The opportunity to compete among the students was equal. In the classroom, all the students could speak, give the question, or perform the task in group or independent, and in all of the activities, the teachers tried to engage all students to take part. In the first, second, and third meeting, the researcher found that all of the students have the same opportunity to ask their question about how to pronounce the word, the name of food and drinks, and how to do the tasks. Then, all 
 54 of them also have the same chance to perform the tasks in order to compete with another group, did handwriting, and pointed out the pictures. The teachers organized the activities fairly.  4) Teachers developed activities that seek multiple perspectives on topics and issues. In the first meeting with topic a “food and drinks”, the teachers ordered the students to mention various food and drinks. It built multiple perspectives from the student. Some students mentioned food and drinks which were familiar with them, some of them mentioned their favorite food or drinks, some mentioned their traditional food and drinks, and others cited their main food. Then, the teachers also asked the students to give their opinion about the importance of breakfast. Some students said “it is very important because it would be ill if we have no breakfast”, some students argued that “it would make us less spirit without breakfast” and others said “without breakfast, we could not focus while studying in the classroom”. Those activities built the different perspective from the students about food and drinks. In addition, when they worked in a group they were guided by teachers to discuss a certain topic. Then, the students would get various perspectives from their group about how to solve and performed the task. The group was formulated by jigsaw, collaborative, and cooperative group.  2. Teachers’ Perspective toward Differentiated Instruction 
 55 In this section, the researcher presents the findings of the interview to answer the second research question. While interviewed the teachers, the researcher found some perspective of teachers in using differentiated instruction in English classroom. Here, the researcher coded the first teacher as T1 and the second teacher as T2. Besides, the researcher also coded the R1 and R2 as a first and second recording. a. Individual differences affected differentiated instruction in the learning process. Based on the interviewed of two teachers, the findings showed both of teachers stated that the individual differences affected how to apply differentiated instruction in teaching and learning English process. T1 opined the way to differentiate the students in the classroom based on their individual differences include their readiness and learning preferences. T1 argued that: The most important differences that became my consideration in teaching English were divided into two categories: the first one was focus learners and students with less focus. The second one was kinesthetic, visual, and audio learners. All of the differences required us to be able to understand how their learning style so that they could achieve the learning goals. (R1: T1: 00:01)  In addition, the T2 also believed that the differentiated instruction was also affected by the individual differences. T2 opined that, “Besides my consideration about the kinesthetic, visual, audio learner, I also found in class that there are some students are less and high understanding in the 
 56 classroom, and those became my consideration to give the differentiated instruction.” (R2: T2: 00:44)  Therefore, the teachers argued that the individual differences such as readiness and learning styles were important as consideration in applying differentiated instruction in English classroom. By knowing their readiness and learning styles, the teachers could instruct them correctly. b. Criteria of grouping in the classroom through differentiated instruction Both of teachers argued that differentiated instruction was also applied when they grouped the students in English classroom. The criteria of grouping could be based on their readiness, interest, and learning styles, or mixed-interest, readiness, and learning styles. T1 said that: Actually, before the students came to the school they were observed first, so we could know how to group them. Based on the observation we could group them according to their readiness, interest, learning preferences or it could be mixed.  (R1: T1: 03:30)  According to the T1, the students mostly were grouped based on their mixed-readiness, interest, and learning styles. So, they could share their interest and experience each other. T2 said that, “We mostly used mixed- group that consisted all characters of students in one group.” (R2: T2: 05:11) 
 57  Thus, based on teachers’ opinion about differentiated instruction, the way teachers organized the group was by using flexible grouping. It could be by their readiness, interest, learning styles, or mixed. c. Factors that impact the teachers used differentiated instruction frequently than whole-class in learning English The teachers argued that each of the students had their own way in understanding the lesson, so the teachers could not push them to learn as the way teachers’ want. T1 stated that: Because, here we learned with curiosity, so we have to be aware that in which way the students could be interested to learn. If they are less interested in a lesson we should inspire them and help them to find their interest based on their world. Here, we should be a creative teacher and habituate a students’ centered not a teacher-centered. (R1: T1: 05:56)   The T2 added two characteristics related to students’ readiness and it became the reasons of teachers should apply differentiated instruction in the English classroom. T2 explained that: Their understanding about the language and the lesson was different, the level of the language that we used have to be different based on students’ characters, there were students did not like with command word, especially to hyper learner while others we can treat them as usual. (R2: T2: 00:44)    Based on their opinion the researcher found that the reason why the teachers used frequently the differentiated instruction in English classroom because they considered about students’ interest and readiness. 
 58 d. Assessing students at the beginning of school year help the teacher in understanding students’ readiness, interest, and learning profile. The two of teachers opined that through assessing the children in the beginning of the school year would help them in identifying students’ characters and it would easy to apply differentiated instruction in English classroom. T1 argued that, “The students were observed at the beginning of school. It included about their readiness, their interest, and the way they learned so that it will help us to give better instruction to them.” (R1: T1: 03:30) T2 also argued that observation and interview of students would help teachers to know their readiness, interest, and learning profile. T2 said that, “Yes, they were interviewed and observed before the school started, so it helped us to know about how far their English, intelligence, and curiosity. This observation also included their preference of learning.” (R2: T2: 01:41) e. Using homework as assignment based on students’ readiness Teachers explained that they instructed the students to do homework if the students needed it. Homework was used as assignment based on students readiness, not as a routine agenda. T1 and T2 explained that: 
 59 Here, we did not give the students homework as a routine activity but if they could not finish the task in school, they might finish it at their home, or if they are low in one subject they could continue it in home and the teacher tried to guide them later on. (R1: T1: 07:36)  They did not do homework as students do in general. But if they did not attend the class or they could not finish the task here, the teacher gave them more time to accomplish it at home and guided them later on. (R2: T2: 06:41)  f. Using differentiated instruction required the teachers to use multiple instructional materials. In the classroom, to support teaching and learning process, the teachers used various instructional materials such as; writing books, pictures, speaker, projector, hat as a media, internet, and the real object. T1 said that, “The instructional material that I used in the classroom was various, such as book, internet, and support by the picture, hat, speaker, projector, recorder, and the real object.” (R1: T1: 04:54)  g. Using differentiated instruction made the teachers always available in helping the students. As a teacher who aware about the students’ need the teachers in SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh always used their time to help and guided their students in learning English even though when they outside of the school activity. T2 said that, “Yes, we have always given time for them in the school or even in the weekend, their parents often called us to ask about their assignment or about what the students still not understand yet.” (R2: T2: 03:43) 
 60  The availability of teachers to help the students became their responsibility to be good teachers for the students.  B. Discussion This section presents the discussion based on the research results that have been conducted in SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh. The researcher employs observation and interviews to collect the data. The first research question was to know how the teachers applied differentiated instruction in the English classroom. According to the research findings in SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh, the teachers used some activities of differentiated instruction based on students’ readiness, interest, and learning profile. 1. Students’ readiness There were eleven activities in differentiated instruction based on students’ readiness however, in SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh, the teachers applied seven from eleven activities in English classroom. The first was teachers made task direction more detail for some learners who need it. In the classroom, some students were struggling in a specific topic and some students were advance while other in the middle. Thus, the teachers tried to cover all students through making the direct explanation to students who were struggling in the specific topic. Tomlinson (2001) states that sometimes students need to complete tasks that are greatly organized for them, while others do not have many decisions to make it and one way to 
 61 build specific guidance about what teachers do when they create differentiated lessons is to understand those lessons and discover what makes them differentiated through structured and open-ended direction of the task. Secondly, the teachers organized group based on mixed-readiness which contained advance, struggle and in the middle learners in one group. This was aimed to balance the level of difficulty of the lesson in a group thereby the students could help each other. It supported by (Tomlinson, 1999) Sometimes students work with like-readiness peers, sometimes with mixed-readiness groups (Tomlinson, 2000).  Besides, in the classroom the teachers spoke through target language (English) the teacher also used primary language to make the students easily to understand the instruction and lesson. According to Tomlinson (2001) one of the examples of differentiating how students access essential content include using materials in a student’s first language. It related to the content however this also related to the process of learning in the classroom. The fourth, teachers provided the readiness based homework as the assignment. This case based on the readiness of each student. When the teachers supposed the students needed to work extra in understanding the lesson, the teachers would give them an opportunity to do homework as an assignment at their varying level of difficulty. Tiered assignments or parallel tasks at varied levels of difficulty are also powerful vehicles for differentiating process (Tomlinson, 2001). The fifth, the teachers organized the various activities 
 62 or works in the classroom to make the students more interesting while the teaching and learning process. So, the classroom activities did not look boring to the students. As supported by Tomlinson (2005) one of the strategies for the effective process of differentiation includes varying the pace of work. This activity is referred to as “sense-making” activity that allowed students to increase their understanding of the topic being taught (Josep et al., 2013). Moreover, to support the teaching and learning, the teachers also used the scaffolding. The scaffolding was the students help, instructions, media, teachers’ explanation and materials which are available in assistance the students to understand the lesson in English classroom. In addition, the availability of teacher in helping the students understand the lesson also became the scaffolding in the classroom. It is supported by Alberta Education (2010) the scaffolding or supports required to facilitate students learning.  2. Students’ interest There were four out of five activities based on students’ interest in differentiated instruction that existed in English classroom in SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh. The first was the teachers’ used mixed-interest workgroup. The group contained students who have different culture, motivation, experience, and curiosity. It was aimed to students could respect each other, share their interest and found new information from their friends. In line with Tomlinson & Imbeau (2011) suggest that there 
 63 are several days when tasks are designed to bring together students of dissimilar interests. It means, the students could not always work with their similar interest partners in along days but they could be in a group consisting of mixed interest partners. The second was the teachers allowed the students to specialize the topic that they found interesting and shared their findings with others. When the teachers gave them a topic, the students were free to organize the topic in which way they easily understand and shared with their friends. In this case, the teachers’ role was important to stimulus their interesting in learning, such as providing media, making conversation, or allowing the students to do action. Black (2010) in Tomlinson (2001) also describes differentiating the process as giving students choices about facets of a topic in which to specialize or helping them link a personal interest to a sense-making goal. Then, the following activity was the teachers designed the tasks that required input from multiple areas of interest for successful completion. The input could be from making conversation about favorite food and drinks, showing the pictures about food and drinks, doing a role play, spelling by audio of teachers and students, writing a simple and short passage, mentioning the adjective words, and imitating the teachers’ pronunciation. Department of Education and Communities of New South Wales (2015) in Tomlinson & Callahan (2001) argues that providing interest centers that encourage students to explore subsets of class topics must suit the particular interest of students.  
 64 The last one, the teachers encouraged the students to participate in designing the tasks.  It deals with (Tomlinson, 2001) argues that one way to contribute to an open and invite classroom environment is to let students know that teacher welcome their ideas and want them to let teacher knows what they are interested in. This means that through the teachers allowed them to prefer in which their interest to do the task, the teachers gave students space to engaged their interest in learning or the teachers helped them to expand their interest. 3. Learning profile  There were four activities in differentiated instruction existed in English classroom that related to students’ learning profile. Firstly, teachers allowed multiple options for students to express learning. In this classroom, the teachers could not push the students with the only one option to do. The students had their opportunity to express their learning in multiple options under the teacher control. For examples: teachers and students built conversation related to the topic to cover the students who liked learning verbally, students did simple writing to cover students who enjoyed writing, pointed the picture to visual learners, doing role play to kinesthetic learners, also teachers allowed the students who preferred kinesthetic to actively move during the learning process but in teachers’ control. In addition, while the students worked in a group they could perform in which way they learn best. They performed through telling a story, acting as a chef, giving a speech, or acting like the interviewer. All 
 65 this explanation related to intelligence preference that preferred by students. According to (Sylwester, 2003; Tomlinson 2005) as cited in Josep et al. (2013) argue that strategies for effective process differentiation include: offering multiple options of expression. The second, the teachers encouraged the students to work together or independently. In the first meeting, the students work independently while in the second and third meeting the teachers asked the students worked in a group. It proved that the teachers balanced both of the work. As explained by the Joseph (2013) when differentiation is based on learning profiles, students are provided with opportunities to learn in ways that are natural and efficient. For example, students may be given the opportunity to work alone, with peers, or in a group (Joseph, 2013). The next one was the teachers balanced competitive, collegial, and independent work arrangement. Balancing of those points was crucial for the students because it became the way to bring them in success destination. As (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2011) state that teachers may still teach as though all students in the classroom were essentially the same, but if learning is the measure of teacher success, one-size-fits-all instructional approaches are failing us. It means, the teachers could not only think about one student or a certain group yet they have to cover all the students with those competitive, collegial, and independent work.   Lastly, the teachers developed activities that seek multiple perspectives on topics and issues. When the students worked 
 66 independently or in a group the teachers would encourage them to give their opinion about the topic. Thus, by allowing the students’ opportunity to speak while their performing, it means the students could express their learning and got the input in some perspectives from other students.  The second research question was to know about teachers’ perspective toward applying differentiated instruction in the English classroom. Based on the findings of interviewed the researcher decided toidentify the findings into strengths, weaknesses,opportunity, and threat.  1. The strengths of differentiated instruction  Based on the findings researcher found the several strengths through applying the differentiated instruction in English classroom based on teachers’ perspectives. The strengths included the teacher well-known and close to students’ characteristics consequently, the teachers know how to organized classroom based on students’ need and it would help the students easy in understanding the lesson by their own way which instructed by the teachers. Servilio (2009) cited in Gangi (2011) differentiating instruction helps teachers identify the learning needs of the student. This can be completed by targeting the student characteristics; readiness, interest, and learning profile (Tomlinson, 2001). Then, when planning for differentiated instruction, knowing students’ interests and dominant learning profiles it means teachers aware and care about the students, thereby motivation and creativity of students became increase 
 67 because they know that the teachers consider and care about their readiness, interest, and learning preference in teaching and learning process. Using differentiation effectively has been associated with encouraged learner motivation, higher academic achievement and greater collaboration among students with similar ability (Taylor, 2017, p. 60) quoted from (McNamara and Moreton, 1997; Gentry and Owen, 1999; Hertberg-Davis, 2009). Subban (2007) explains that differentiation instruction or differentiation on teaching plans and delivering methods are able to stimulate students’ motivation to learn.  In addition, using the differentiated instruction in English classroom made the teachers more creative in organizing the classroom, creating several activities, or using and creating multiple instructional materials.When teachers instructed them in several ways definitely they created several activities and instructional material to accommodate all needs of the learner. This case related to (Anderson, 2007) who found that teachers may differentiate students based on readiness by varying the levels of the material covered in class or choose to differentiate key skills and material by students’ affinities and topics of interest (i.e., geography, music, foods) and based on what they know about students’ learning preferences by allowing students’ choices in working independently, with partners, or as a team, and providing varied workspaces that are conducive to various learning preferences.  2. The weaknesses of differentiated instruction  
 68  According to teachers’ perspectives might be concluded that there were two weaknesses while applying differentiated instruction in the English classroom. The first was teachers argued that they should give a lot of efforts to teach the students in the classroom. They create varying activities, material, media, and arrange the classroom based on students’ needs. The same case also stated by (Afurobi et al., 2017) teachers struggle with ways of meeting all children’s need in the classroom. The second, the teachers also should spend more time while applying differentiated instruction than teaching the English by using common treatment in the English classroom. The availability of teachers in teaching the students not only while the students in the classroom but also when they need help to process the lesson out of the classroom. As (Chin, 2015) states that applying differentiated instruction has challenged to time: the planning time that related to learners’ needs, interests, and readiness level and to determine key concepts and organizing questions, designing appropriate activities for each learner. It also finds by (Njagi, 2014) differentiated instruction lessons are time-consuming because the teachers require more planning time and more analysis time in that all cannot get done effectively within the allocated time. 3. The opportunity for differentiated instruction The opportunity that existed when applying differentiated instruction in the English classroom based on teachers’ perspectives include the students would easily in understanding the lesson. As 
 69 explained by the teachers through differentiated instruction they should create the learning environment that suitable for all the learners. Teachers responded and supported to learners’ need so that they could learn best in their own way. When the teachers found the way how the students could learn best and instructed them to do it, automatically it would make students’ level of understanding of the lesson increase. According to Anderson (2007) differentiating the process within a lesson refers to strategies for effective process differentiation include: tier activities to various levels of complexity to optimize every student’s classroom experience; providing directions at varying levels of specificity; varying the pace of work; offering multiple options of expression; giving students alternative topics on which to focus; creating activities that are harmonious with students preferred modalities of learning (Sylwester, 2003; Tomlinson 2005) which are referred to as sense-making activities that allow students to increase their understanding of the topic being taught (Tomlinson, 2005) as cited in (Josep et al., 2013). Thus, in this case, the teachers believed that the students’ opportunity in improving their understanding of the lesson would fluently significant. 4. The threat of differentiated instruction Based on the teachers’ perspective, training of differentiated instruction was important. Through the training, the teachers got information about individual differences and how to treat the students in the best way while process teaching and learning happened. It became a 
 70 threat when the teacher did not know anything the knowledge of differentiated instruction thereby the teacher would get trouble in organizing the classroom and the teacher successfully failed in applying the differentiated instruction in English classroom. Teachers in Carolan and Guinn (2007) complain about one of the reasons to refuse differentiated apply in the classroom because lack of professional development on differentiated instruction (Chin, 2015). Consequently, the training became important as teachers’ opinion.  
 71CHAPTER V CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION  After gaining the data by doing observation and interview, the researcher analyzed the data, presented the results and made the conclusions and suggestion about it. The conclusion and suggestion will be provided below. A. Conclusion The researcher writes the following conclusions from the research that has been conducted in SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh. 1. In English teaching and learning process the way teachers applied the differentiated instruction in the English classroom based on students’ readiness was divided in several ways, which are: teachers made task direction more detailed and specific for some learners and more open for others, provided small-group discussions at varied levels of complexity and focused on a variety of skills, used mixed-readiness workgroups, provide materials in the primary language of second language learners, provided readiness-based homework assignments, made vary pacing of student work, used scaffolding and amount or kind of teachers help available.  2. Besides the consideration about the readiness, the teachers also differentiate the students based on their students’ interest as followed: teachers used both like-interest and mixed-interest workgroups, allowed students to specialize in aspects of a topic that they find interesting and to 
 72 share their findings with others, designed tasks that require input from multiple areas of interest for successful completion, and encouraged students to design or participate in the design of some task.  3. Last, the way students differentiate students in SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh based on students’ learning profile. It was divided into teachers allowed multiple options for students to express learning, encouraged students to work together or independently, balance competitive, collegial, and independent work arrangements, and developed activities that seek multiple perspectives on topics and issues. 4. Based on teachers’ perspective, applying the differentiated instruction in English classroom had the positive impact and opportunity to make students easy in understanding the material based on their readiness, interest, and learning profile. However, differentiated instruction had weaknesses and threat, those are: teachers should extra work, gave a lot of their time to prepare the activities, and it would be failed if the teachers have less information or training about differentiated instruction. B.   Suggestion Based on the finding of this research, the researcher draws several suggestions to achieve the goals of teaching and learning process:  1. The differentiated instruction should be applied in every level of school to make teaching and learning process meaningful for the students. In addition, teachers are expected to be aware of the differences individual of each learner, understand that students cannot be pushed to learn as the 
 73 teachers’ expectation,  and let students know that the teachers open about the way preferences in learning thereby the relationship between teachers and students can work as good as possible. 2. Meanwhile, considering this research has a shortage in some aspects, the researcher suggests other researcher to conduct further research toexplore more about how to differentiate students in the English classroom based on the modifying content and product.  
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Appendix IV 
Pictures of teaching and learning process  
      
 Teachers prepared the classroom 
  
Teachers made conversation with students 
 
The students worked with their picture and book, the teachers gave the students more 
time to complete the task while preparing another activity. 
 
 Student worked with her hand writing book 
 
The teacher helped students in completing their task 
 
The students participate in preparing the task 
 A student acted like a teacher when pointed pictures on white board 
 
 
Teachers created fun learning in the classroom 
 
 
Teachers grouped the students in several group based on their mixed readiness, 
interest, and learning profile. 
 The students worked in group 
 
Group A performed the task through telling story 
 
 
 
The researcher interviewed first teacher in SDIT Quantum 
 The researcher interviewed the second teacher in SDIT Quantum 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Appendix V 
TEACHER’S INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
NO QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1.  Which do you consider as the most important 
individual differences? How do they affect your 
teaching? 
 
 The most important 
differences that became my 
consideration in teaching 
English were divided into 
two categories: the first one 
was focused learners and 
students with less focus. The 
second one was kinesthetic, 
visual, and audio learners. 
All of the differences 
required us to be able 
understand how their 
learning style so that they 
could achieve the learning 
goals 
2.  Have you received any pre-service or in-service 
training like university courses, conferences or 
workshops on differentiated instruction? If yes, 
could you please comment on this training 
experience? If not, what kind of training would you 
like to receive? 
 
Yes, I ever had the training 
about the differentiated 
instruction in workshop, and 
also before we became the 
teacher in this school, we 
should to be trained first. The 
training was very interesting, 
and it became the important 
information for me that every 
each student is different and 
we as a teacher could not 
push them to learn in the way 
we wanted.  
3.  What does differentiated instruction mean to you? 
 
As I know the difference 
intelligences among the 
students consisted of: word 
smart, nature smart, picture 
smart, kinesthetic smart, 
visual smart, audio smart, 
religion, etc. So, based on the 
intelligences the teacher 
should understand them  and 
facilitate the learning as they 
needed 
4.  In a typical lesson, how do you usually organize the 
classroom? 
 
I organized the classroom 
that appropriated with the 
students’ character, tried to 
make the classroom fun, and 
we could not pushed them to 
focus in the lesson as long 
the learning happen. Because 
the children could focus in 20 
minutes, so we utilized the 
time to makes them focus, 
and the rest we created the 
learning while playing.  
5.  According to which criteria do you group your 
students? 
 
Actually, before the students 
came to the school they were 
observed first, so we could 
know how to group them. 
Based on the observation we 
could group them according 
to their readiness, interest, 
learning preferences or it 
could be mixed.” 
6.  Which instructional materials do you use more 
frequently in the classroom?  
 
The instructional material 
that I used in the classroom 
was vary, such as book, 
internet, and support by 
picture, speaker, projector, 
etc.  
7.  Overall, which factors have the greatest impact on 
you use differentiated teaching more frequently in 
your classroom? 
 
Because, here we learned 
with curiosity, so we have to 
be aware in which way the 
students could be interested 
in learning. If they were less 
interested in a lesson we 
should inspire them and help 
them to find their interest 
based on their world. Here, 
we should be a creative 
teacher and habituated a 
students’ centered not a 
teacher- centered. 
8.  Do you assess students to define their proficiency 
level in English (e.g. advanced, struggling) in the 
beginning of the school year?  
 
Yes, it existed, as I explained 
before the students were 
observed in the beginning of 
school, including about their 
readiness, so that it would 
help us to give better 
instruction to them.  
9.  Do you assess students to discover their general 
interests in the beginning of the school year?  
Of course yes, we also 
observed their interest in the 
beginning of school year. 
10.  Do you always available for help the students? Yes, sure. We always 
available to help them in the 
school or when they were not 
here. 
11.  Do you assess students to discover how they prefer 
to learn English (e.g. visually, verbally) in the 
beginning of the school year? 
Yes, The way they learned 
was included in observation 
when we try to observe in the 
beginning of the school.  
12.  Do you use flexible grouping in the classroom 
according to students’ proficiency level.  
 
 
Do you give the students homework options? For ex 
(“Do this section if you need more practice on…” 
or “Do this section if you feel ready for a 
challenge”)  
 
Yes, it could be based on 
readiness, interest or mixed, 
and we usually used jigsaw, 
cooperative learning, etc. 
 Here we did not give them 
homework as routine but if 
they could not finish the task 
in school so they could finish 
it in their home, or if they 
low in one subject they could 
continue in home and later on 
teacher tried to guide them.  
13.  Do you use scaffolding to help the students? 
 
Yes, it often happened, when 
I finished in explaining a 
lesson and questioning 
session, the students have 
tried to do the task by 
themselves, if they could not, 
they might ask their friends. 
The important thing is the 
good instruction. 
14.  Do you develop activities that target auditory, visual 
and kinesthetic learner? 
   
Yes. Of course as  I 
explained before it became a 
consideration in organize the 
classroom 
15.  Do they allow in choosing how they can show their 
task in way they want? 
Yes, they could show the 
result of their task in way 
they want, such as: they 
could sit or stand, became a 
teacher, scientist, 
storytelling, stand in front of 
class, etc. our responsibility 
was given by thorough 
instruction and an example, 
and then they could do as 
their creativity, interest and 
readiness. 
16.  How is the relationship between students and 
teacher? And students to students? 
Close enough, sometimes 
more than parents,  
The relationship Students to 
students is very good, no 
bullying, and respect each 
other. 
 
TEACHER’S INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
NO QUESTIONS ANSWERS 
1.  Which do you consider as the most important 
individual differences? How do they affect your 
teaching? 
 
 Beside the teacher 
considered about the 
kinesthetic, visual, audio 
learner I also found the class 
that there were some students 
low and high understanding 
in the classroom, and those 
are becomes my 
considerations 
 
2.  Have you received any pre-service or in-service 
training like university courses, conferences or 
workshops on differentiated instruction? If yes, 
could you please comment on this training 
experience? If not, what kind of training would you 
like to receive? 
 
Yes, I followed the training 
in this school about how treat 
the students who has 
different learning styles, 
interest, and readiness. 
3.  What does differentiated instruction mean to you? 
 
In my opinion, differentiated 
instruction means the way we 
treated the students in 
different need, such as when 
in the classroom there were 
some students have high 
understanding while others 
low. 
4.  In a typical lesson, how do you usually organize the 
classroom? 
 
For the first time, I would 
calm them, solved the 
problem, made the enjoy 
class then started the lesson. 
5.  According to which criteria do you group your 
students? 
 
We mostly used mixed- 
group that consist all 
characters of students in one 
group. 
6.  Which instructional materials do you use more 
frequently in the classroom?  
 
We used Recorder, speaker, 
books, internet, picture, 
internet, etc. 
7.  Overall, which factors have the greatest impact on 
you use differentiated teaching more frequently in 
your classroom? 
 
Their understanding about 
the language and the lesson 
was different, the language 
that we used have to be 
different based on students’ 
characters, there were 
students did not like with 
command word, especially to 
hyper learner.   
8.  Do you assess students to define their proficiency 
level in English (e.g. advanced, struggling) in the 
Yes, they were interviewed 
and observed before the 
beginning of the school year?  
 
school started, so it helped us 
to know about how far their 
English, and intelligence 
9.  Do you assess students to discover their general 
interests in the beginning of the school year?  
Yes, in that observation all of 
the aspect about the children 
was included to it. We 
interviewed them informally 
so that the children feel 
comfortable and tell 
everything about their self, 
including their interest. 
10.  Do you always available for help the students? Yes, we always had time for 
them in the school or even in 
the weekend, their parents 
often called us to ask about 
their assignment or about 
what the students still not 
understand yet”. 
11.  Do you assess students to discover how they prefer 
to learn English (e.g. visually, verbally) in the 
beginning of the school year? 
Yes, this also include to 
observation in the beginning 
of school year 
12.  Do you use flexible grouping in the classroom 
according to students’ proficiency level.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do you give the students homework options? For ex 
(“Do this section if you need more practice on…” 
or “Do this section if you feel ready for a 
challenge”)  
 
I thought every student was 
able to understand the lesson 
but the character of them 
were different, in a group we 
could not place them with the 
same children characteristic 
in one group. So we used mix 
readiness, interest, and 
learning styles.  
They did not do homework as 
students do in general. But if 
they did not attend the class 
or they could not finish the 
task here the teacher gave 
them more time to 
accomplish it in home. 
13.  Do you use scaffolding to help the students? 
 
Yes, we often used the 
scaffolding to support their 
learning. 
14.  Do you develop activities that target auditory, 
visual and kinesthetic learner? 
   
Yes. Of course as  I 
explained before it became a 
consideration in organize the 
classroom 
15.  Do they allow in choosing how they can show their 
task in way they want? 
Yes, they might show the 
result of their task in which 
way they want, such as: they 
could do acting, became a 
teacher, storytelling, etc. we 
just gave them the example 
then they can encourage as 
they want. 
16.  How is the relationship between students and 
teacher? And students to students? 
Good enough so far, 
sometimes more than parents, 
they were not shy can tell 
everything in the school to 
their teachers 
The relationship students to 
students were very good, 
there was no bullying, and 
respect each other. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Appendix VI 
 
OBSERVATION SHEET 
 
Name of School  : SDIT Quantum Banda Aceh 
Class/ Semester  : III/Ganjil 
Observer   : Irma Safitriani 
 
Direction: Put this sign (√) in the column which appropriate according the estimation of the 
classes. 
 
ELEMENT OF 
DIFFERENTIAT
ED 
INSTRUCTION 
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
STUDENTS DIFFERENTIATED 
INSTRUCTION 
 
EXIST 
NOT 
EXIST 
 
 
 
 
 
Process 
 
 
(How students 
come to 
understand and 
"own" the 
knowledge, 
understanding, 
and skills 
essential 
to mastering a 
topic) 
 
 
 
 
READINESS 
  
 Use tiered activities (activities at 
different levels of difficulty, but focused 
on the same key learning goals). 
 √ 
 Make task directions more detailed and 
specific for some learners and more 
open for others. 
√  
 Provide resource materials at varied 
levels of readability and sophistication. 
 √ 
 Provide small-group discussions at 
varied levels of complexity and focused 
on a variety of skills. 
 √ 
 Use both like-readiness and mixed-
readiness work groups. 
√  
 Use a variety of criteria for success, 
based on whole-class requirements as 
well as individual student readiness 
needs. 
 √ 
 Provide materials in the primary 
language of second language learners. 
√  
 Provide readiness-based homework 
assignments. 
√  
 Vary the pacing of student work. √  
 Use scaffolding √  
 Amount or kind of teacher help 
available 
√  
INTEREST   
 Use interest-based work groups and 
discussion groups. 
 √ 
 Use both like-interest and mixed-
interest work groups. 
√  
 Allow students to specialize in aspects 
of a topic that they find interesting and 
to share their findings with others. 
√  
 Design tasks that require input from 
multiple areas of interest for successful 
completion. 
√  
 Encourage students to design or 
participate in the design of some tasks. 
√  
 
LEARNING PROFILE 
  
 Allow multiple options for students to 
express learning. 
√  
 Encourage students to work together or 
independently. 
√  
 Balance competitive, collegial, and 
independent work arrangements. 
√  
 Develop activities that seek multiple 
perspectives on topics and issues. 
√  
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